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Addressing the issues
When the state of Washington made
changes in how they provided score
reports for the Smarter Balanced
assessment, districts suddenly
needed new ways to get scores into
the hands of parents and guardians.

The state upgraded their report delivery to send
results to districts electronically, as opposed to the
previous physical reports, which arrived printed
and ready for districts to stuff and mail.
This new solution promised increased efficiency,
but was complicated by a technological mismatch.
"The format that the electronic copies came in was
not easily upload-able to our Student Information
System,” notes Brian Loffer, director of assessment
at Bethel School District.
A projected delay in the release of the final,
reconciled scores also meant that the results would
be essentially “meaningless when they came out
nine months later,” Loffer says.
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On-time delivery of data
Rather than keep parents in the dark, Bethel
decided to share the preliminary scores, which the
state typically provides to districts within days of
the assessments. Using preliminary scores meant
families could know right away whether their child
was meeting grade-level expectations.
It was a calculated risk on Bethel’s part. Online
assessments have taken much of the guesswork out
of scoring, so while interim scores are not final and
confirmed, they tend to be highly accurate. “There’s
a very small chance that we have a score that we’d
have to invalidate because of a test irregularity,” an
event Loffer says has happened “once in 15 years.”
Early delivery of the results can provide important
reinforcement at home for educators’ intervention
efforts. Jeff Gutfeld, Bethel’s assistant director
of assessment, says teachers and counselors
often “print the assessment data for use in parent
conferences, so it’s nice when the scores are not a
surprise” for families.
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Formatting for understanding
Bethel hewed closely to the format and language of the existing state report to help parents
interpret the results. “The one alteration we did make,” Loffer says, “was to put all subjects on
the same report,” instead of separating scores for ELA and math.

The original assessment report created by the Office
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI)
in Washington state was already designed for easy
understanding. But by housing the assessment report
in SchoolData.net’s highly configurable system, more
opportunities for customization were introduced. Each
report includes the district’s logo, and the contents
can be further personalized to provide district-specific
messaging about the results or planned next steps for
students’ growth.

SchoolData.net
understands our
world and what
we're trying to do.
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The development process
Loffer calls the report’s development “a pretty
easy, quick process,” spanning just a few weeks
of investigation, review, and approvals before
being applied to assessments taken in late 2021.
SchoolData.net also runs the files from the state
through a conversion process to make them
sync with the district’s Student Information
System.
“That was a big time saver,” says Loffer, “making
it do-able for us — and easy.”
SchoolData.net’s team members, he says, are
valued collaborators who “understand our world
and what we’re trying to do.”

Collaborative enhancements
Because the report was developed to answer a statewide need,
other districts were quick to inquire about using it in their schools..
When Wenatchee School District got involved, their staff
contributed an additional feature: a Spanish translation of all the
standardized language on the report. With the benefit of the full
“network of SchoolData.net districts,” Loffer says, schools are now
able to “identify the parents who request Spanish communication
and upload the Spanish version for them.”
While the formal development phase is finished, the report
remains a living document that can adapt to the evolving concerns
of educators. Loffer says future enhancements may include the
addition of claim scores in ELA and math, if the state opts to
make those available again in next year’s assessments. The claim
scores detail the learnings in specific subtopics, but have not been
assessed since fall of 2019.
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Diverse distribution options
When it came time to release the completed
reports generated with preliminary scores from
the state, Bethel posted them in the parent
portal of their Student Information System, or
SIS. Because Bethel is trying to train parents to
reference the SIS for school communications,
assessment reports for their families were made
available in a designated document area. Families
were notified through email and other means
that the assessment reports were available for
download, and physical copies could be printed
at a family’s request.
Other districts chose a more direct delivery solution. North Thurston School District in Lacey, Wash.,
worked with SchoolData.net to program a batch email send to affected families.
Using the Notification Letters functionality, each student’s assessment report was automatically
associated with their guardian’s email address. Becky Cottrell, the district’s NTSD assessment
coordinator, likes that “for parents who don’t go into the Family Access portal, it comes straight to their
email.”
North Thurston “used it as a plug” at the end of the year for families whose students might require
extra support. Cottrell says, “It was a great visual for them to be able to see how their students have
done and whether they'd be a good candidate for summer school.”
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Saving staff time and effort
For Cottrell, preparing and sending the reports was “super easy. I think it literally took me
a minute to set up the email send.”
Loffer also appreciates that the reports’ delivery is “on my schedule.” For the spring 2022
assessment, Bethel arranged to “print it this summer, at a time when we can get it ready.”
Gutfeld notes, “If we didn’t have SchoolData.net to work with, we’d kind of be in a bind.
We knew some of the resources they had to help translate between the users — us — and
the programmers and find a way to make it work.”

Districts choose whether to post the report to
a parent portal or deliver directly to families
via email.
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Relationships that yield results
Bethel’s long experience with SchoolData.net smoothed the way for this custom development project.
Gutfeld knew, “SchoolData is already doing something like this,” and wondered: “Can they adapt it for
us without a huge cost so we can get something back in a timely fashion and other districts across the
state can benefit from it? Could it be a win-win-win?”

“

Cost-effective development,
timely results, and
statewide application
makes a win-win-win.

Whether it’s a one-page report or a brandnew application, Loffer affirms that projects
with SchoolData.net always reflect a
“partnership with the user,” resulting in
software that is laser-targeted to the district’s
need. “When I see the different products
coming out” from the company, he says,
“I realize, ‘Wow, you’re in touch with the
districts and the things we’re dealing with in
Washington state.’”
He feels this attention was clear throughout
the assessment report’s creation: “The users
are leading the way, and SchoolData is
listening.”

About SchoolData.net
With SchoolData.net, districts can aggregate a
wide range of data inputs, integrate them into a
single platform, and inform data-driven decisions at
every level.
The configurable applications and time-saving
automations help educators get quickly to
actionable data that improves student success.
Districts can even develop personalized learning
plans and streamline communication with families,
all while protecting student privacy.
Discover the complete suite of applications,
developed hand in hand with educators, at
SchoolData.net.

When districts develop
new solutions with
SchoolData.net, you
reap the benefits.
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